
          
  
TOURNAMENT RULES & REGULATIONS 
 
SA Kids Golf Tournaments are open to all Junior Golfers; boys and girls aged 5 to 14 
years. The stipulated round will be 9 holes for children 10 and under; off forward tees; and 
18 holes for children 11 to 14 years; off tees men’s and ladies. The Method of play will be 
stroke play void of handicap in accordance with the Rules of Golf as approved by the R&A 
Rules Ltd in conjunction with the Local Rules of the Resident Club of play. Players must 
familiarise themselves with the Local Rules of the Golf Club of play.  
 
Membership: All players are required to pay a Membership Fee in order to become a 
Member of SA Kids Golf. 
 
Entry: All entries are applied via the SA Kids Website and no walk in entries will be 
accepted unless in exceptional circumstances authorised only by the Tournament Director. 
Entries will be accepted on a first come first served basis per age group. 
 
Dress Code: Players and caddies are required to wear appropriate elegant casual dress 
while playing golf or in the Clubhouse. Soft spikes are compulsory. The following dress is 
prohibited: Jeans, shirts without collars, excessively short shorts or shoes without socks 
Players or caddies not appropriately attired will not be permitted to participate.  
Spectators entering the clubhouse are also required to wear appropriate elegant casual 
dress. No Jeans, shirts without collars, excessively short shorts or shoes without socks. 
 
Spectator Policy: Spectators must remain 40m away from players and may not give 
players advice during play including contact with hand signals and the like. Spectators may 
rent a golf cart at the discretion of the golf course but use is limited to the cart path at all 
times. Similarly; all spectators walking must remain on the cart path or in the rough at all 
times. Spectators may not use any electronic devices (cell phones, pagers, etc.) on the 
course. Spectators entering the clubhouse are also required to wear appropriate elegant 
casual dress. No Jeans, shirts without collars, excessively short shorts or shoes without 
socks. Penalty for Breach:  Warning and removal and suspension 
 
No Motorized Carts: The caddy and/or player must carry the player’s bag or use a non-
motorized pull/push cart. Exemptions: Boys 5-6 and Girls 7-8 and those persons authorised 
by the committee with written proof of medical compensation and disabilities. Spectators 
may make use of Motorized Carts in conjunction with the Spectator Rule.The availability of 
all carts will be at the sole discretion of the Resident Club. 
Penalty for Breach: 2 strokes per hole to a maximum of 4 
 
Caddies: SA Kids Golf encouraged all our Golfers to make use of caddies and parent 
caddies and we promote our parents to take this quality time to enjoy the outdoors with your 
child. The assistance of parent caddies is important in our application of good etiquette and 
sound knowledge of the rules. Parents and fellow players and caddies are encouraged to 
interact in a positive calm manner in the education of both; their own and playing partner’s 
with advice and education of the etiquette and rules of golf. A player may only have one 
caddy at any given time. A caddy may be replaced or eliminated at any time by the player. 
No other person may offer advice or help to a player other than his caddy. A rules violation 
by the caddy is the same as if the player violated the rule. 
 
All players eight years old and younger must be accompanied by an adult, sixteen years 

or older to serve as their caddie. 

 



          
  
 

Golfers in the 11-12 & 13-14 Age Category – NO CADDIES ALLOWED ON THE GREENS 

Children of these ages are encouraged to themselves score and read the greens themselves 

Please see below: Important PGA Caddy Related Rules   
                                        
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NO CADDY BIB – NO PLAY POLICY IS NOW IN EFFECT 

FOR ALL TOURNAMENTS. 

Caddie Policy: All Caddies must sign the Caddie Policy before earning the privilege of 
Caddie. Caddies and Parent Caddies are advised to educate themselves with the Rules of 
Golf and the Etiquette of Golf displayed on our website and in this document. Caddies are 
advised not to over coach and apply the 45 sec rule and apply due respect to your playing 
partners in order to promote fun and enjoyment of the game of Golf. 
Penalty for Disruptive Caddie: Warning and suspension 
 
Tee Off Times: Tee Times will be available on the website before the Tournament 
 
Time of Starting/Late to Tee: Players to register at least 40 minutes prior to their tee off 
time for incidents of early tee off opportunities. Players must be on the tee box five minutes 
before his/her tee off time, ready to play.  
Penalty for Breach: failure to be ready to play; five minutes before starting time is failure to 
start on time - two strokes penalty at the first hole. If a player arrives after tee off - 10 on that 
hole and any future holes missed. Players may not join a group during play of a hole; they 
must join them on the next tee. 
 
Double Par Rule: A player shall take no more than double par on a hole.  
Par 3 = 6; Par 4 = 8; Par 5 = 10. Once a player has or will exceed a double par, the player 
must then pick up their ball and wait for the other players in the group to complete the hole. 
 
Distance Measuring Device: Players are permitted to use devices that measure distance 
only. Devices that are capable of gauging or measuring other conditions are not permitted. 
Penalty for Breach: a score of 10 on any hole used. 
 
Electronic Devices: Cell phones, headphones, pagers and the like may not be used 
during play. Penalty for Breach First offence: warning; second offence: disqualification. 
 
Code of Conduct: Violations of the code of conduct include: abusive language, club 
throwing, disrespect of volunteers or officials, abuse to the golf course or the facilities, 
littering, or any other conduct unbecoming of a player.  
Penalty for Breach; warning; disqualification and suspension. 
 
Drop or Placing: Placing is the allowance for unmowed fairways or wet conditions on the 
fairway where the player may mark and lift the ball only on the fairway and then either place 
or drop the ball back on the fairway either 30 cm or one club length not closer to the hole  
without penalty. Placing is generally a local rule and the players will be advised on the day 
and prior to teeing off, in accordance with the local rule of the resident club officials. It is the 
responsibility of the player to familiarise oneself with the Local Rules before start of play. 
Penalty for Breach: 2 strokes per hole to a maximum of 4 
 
 
 



          
  
Pace of Play: Each player must play without undue delay, which is defined as taking no 
more than 45 seconds to play a shot. Caddies must refrain from over-coaching. A group will 
be deemed to be out of position on the golf course when they are over time par as 
determined by each hole taking an average of 15 minutes to complete and/or by staying up 
with the group in front.  
Penalty for Breach: When it is determined that a group is out of position on the golf course 
the group will be warned and asked to speed up play. If the group continues to fall behind 
each member of the group will be timed. If a player takes more than the allotted time, he or 
she may be subject to a penalty. First offence: warning; second offence: two stroke penalty; 
Subsequent offences: score of 10 on that hole.  
 
Suspension of Play: The suspension of play will be applied when we suspect that the 
Golfers are in danger. Signal: One long siren or horn blast or verbal communication by a 
Rules Committee Member is the suspension of play. The player must immediately 
discontinue play and look for shelter. All practice areas will be closed during suspension.   
Penalty for Breach: 10 on the next hole when play resumes.  
Resume Play: It is the player's responsibility to be ready when play resumes. 
Signal: Two short siren or horn blasts repeated or verbal communication.  
Penalty for Breach All players failing to start play on time after a delay will be assessed a 
score of 10 on that and any subsequent holes on which their group has already begun play. 
A player may not join a group during play of the hole; but must join them on the next tee. 
 
Rain Delay and Tournament Suspended Short: Suspension of the Tournament due to 
extended suspension and Golfers not able to complete the round will still be considered a 
round. Decisions will be made per age group of Golfers; the holes considered will be the 
holes as completed by the last group of golfers in that age group. All the Golfers in the age 
group will apply their scores only to those holes as considered. For administration purposes 
we will apply the percentage to par extended to make up a full round. 
 
The SA Kids Golf Rules Committee makes all decisions regarding weather delays 
and/or cancellations and suspensions and short suspended tournaments.  
 
Tied Scores: Ties for first place will be broken with a sudden death playoff. All other ties will 
be decided by a count out from hole 9 (9 hole players) or 18 (18 hole players) and if the 
scores are still level then hole 8 (9 hole players) or 17 (18 hole players) and so on down until 
a player has a lower score for a hole.  
 
Result of the Competition: When all the scores have been posted on the official 
scoreboard and approved by the SA Kids Golf Rules Committee, the result of the 
competition is deemed to have been officially announced. 
 
Disqualification Policy: No player will be disqualified for any violations of the Rules of 
Golf. Instead, the player will be assessed a maximum score of 10 on any hole where the 
infraction would normal lead to disqualification. In situations where the round or hole has 
been completed, the score of 10 will apply to the last hole played or to the hole where the 
infraction occurred. Exceptions: A player and his caddie may be disqualified for code of 
conduct violations or unauthorized use of electronic devices. 
 
The SA Kidsgolf Golf Rules Committee reserves the right to change the Rules & 
Regulations prior to the start of any event. 
 
All queries regarding these rules must be addressed to the tournament committee PRIOR to 
play and not AFTER play has been disrupted.  



          
  
 
Competition Rules: 
 
White Stakes: Out of Bounds. Where white stakes or fence posts are used, the nearest 
inside points at ground level define out of bounds. When out of bounds is defined by a white 
line on the ground, the line itself is out of bounds. A ball coming to rest on or crossing any 
public road is considered out of bounds, even if it comes to rest on another part of the golf 
course. All items inside the hazard should be considered part of the hazard. 
Action: Replay the shot with a penalty drop 
 
Lost Ball: This is when you are unable to find your ball. You may apply a period of a 
maximum of 5 min to search for your ball; if after this time you are unable to find your ball 
then it shall be deemed as lost. 
Action: Replay the shot with a penalty drop 
 
Yellow Stakes: Water Hazards: Defined by yellow lines and designated by yellow stakes. 
In the absence of lines, the stakes both identify and define the hazard. All items inside the 
hazard should be considered part of the hazard. You may only play if you recover your ball 
or are absolutely certain that your ball passed into this water hazard; if not then you must 
play as a lost ball. Regardless of where the ball entered the hazard you must continue to 
keep the hazard in play with an extended line from the flag and the point that the ball 
entered the hazard. 
Action: Choice of; play the shot without any impact on any part of the hazard before striking 
the ball; or replay the shot with a penalty drop; or extend the line from the flag and the point 
that the ball entered the hazard as far back as you like with a penalty drop; or make use of a 
“Drop Zone” 
 
Drop Zone: A “drop zone” is an area enclosed by a white line having the words “drop 
zone” printed inside it. The line itself is in the “drop zone”. 
 
Red Stakes: Lateral Hazards. Defined by red lines and designated by red stakes. In the 
absence of lines, the stakes both identify and define the hazard. All items inside the hazard 
should be considered part of the hazard. You may only play if you recover your ball or are 
absolutely certain that your ball passed into this water hazard; if not then you must play as a 
lost ball. 
Action: Choice of; play the shot without any impact on any part of the hazard before striking 
the ball; or replay the shot with a penalty drop; or a penalty drop either side of the hazard 
within two club lengths from the line of the hazard from the point of entry not closer to the 
hole  
 
GUR- Ground Under Repair: Enclosed white lined areas define ground under repair. The 
white lines are considered in ground under repair. Other areas of ground under repair, even 
though not so marked include: French drains (trenches filled with stones or like) and Fire ant 
beds and mounds. 
Action: Free drop within one club length without penalty at the nearest point of relief not 
closer to the hole 
 
Blue Stakes: Flower Beds. Not always marked.  
Action: To be treated as Ground Under Repair. Free drop within one club length without 
penalty at the nearest point of relief not closer to the hole. Relief is mandatory. 
 
 
 



          
  
Small Trees and Trees Under Protection: Always marked with a white stake.  
Action: To be treated as Ground Under Repair. Free drop within one club length without 
penalty at the nearest point of relief not closer to the hole. Relief is mandatory. 
 
Lifting an Embedded Ball: The “Embedded Ball Rule” is in effect “through the green.” 
Action: Free Drop one club length in effect “through the green.” 
 
Sod Seams - Lie of Ball Only: All seams in a given area are deemed to be the same seam. 
Action: Free Drop one club length in effect “through the green.” 
 
Important PGA Caddy Related Rules 
1. Rule 14-2b states that in “making a stroke,” a player shall not allow his caddy to position 
himself on or close to an extension of the line of play or the line of putt behind the ball. A 
caddy may position himself in this manner before the player commits to beginning his swing 
but must move away once the player is set to begin his swing. Failure to do so will result in a 
two-stroke penalty. 
2. Rule 8-2b states that when a player's ball is on the putting green, the player or his caddy 
may before, but not during, the stroke, point out a line for putting, but in doing so the putting 
green shall not be touched. No mark shall be placed anywhere to indicate a line for putting. 
Violation of this rule will result in a two-stroke penalty. 
3. Rule 17-3 states that the player's ball shall not strike the flagstick; or the attendant when 
the flagstick is attended or the flagstick is in the hole, unattended, when the ball has been 
played from the putting green. Should this occur, the player is assessed a two-stroke 
penalty, and the ball is played as it lies. 
4. Rule 8-1 states that a Caddy is one who carries or handles a player's clubs during play 
and otherwise assists him in accordance with the rules. A player may only have one caddy 
at any given time. A caddy may be replaced or eliminated at any time by the player. No other 
person may offer advice or help to a player other than his caddy. 
 
Always remember that a rules violation by the caddy is the same as if the player 
violated the rule. A caddy must be aware of the rules and assist his player in 
accordance with the rules. Rules officials are in place throughout the course to help 
players when needed. 
 

Exemption of Liability 
The Host Club and SA Kids Golf may not be held responsible for  

any damages; loss or injury to self or goods whatsoever.  
SA Kids Golf indemnifies the organisation and the members and the host club against 

any claim for any damage; loss or injury including Acts of God and lightning.  
The Golfers and all Associated Persons play and conduct themselves at the 

Tournament at their own risk. 


